Welcome to Shalomir Siberians

We are a home based cattery breeding high class color point Siberian cats and traditional
Siberian cats. We put emphasis on health, temperment and type. Our cats live with us as family
members and are well socialized. We are based in Auburndale, Florida and have had Siberians
since we brought our first breeding pair home from Moscow. Our purpose for being in Russia
was to adopt two children, but we felt that it would be nice for our Russian children to have
Russian pets. When we started looking on line, we discovered the Siberian and were so
intrigued, we made arrangements with Russian breeders to bring some home when we brought
our children home.

We had previously adopted two other children from Russia in 1997 and with our two biological
sons , our two new children completed our family with six children. Since our first Siberians we
have brought over three more Siberian cats from Moscow.
All of our cats have come from a long line of International and European champions which
comes out in our kittens' beauty, show quality, and temperment. My dear husband is allergic to
cats and was pleasantly relieved to discover he is not allergic to Siberians as many others have
also discovered. We name our kittens after special children we met in Summer Orphan
camps in Russia we have helped with the last couple years. So each kitten brings with it the
memory of a special child.(some of which are still waiting for special families) If you would like to
know more about these children contact Adoption Ark.com
Our kittens all come with health guarantees and are current with their shots. They are raised
with dogs and children and played with every day. Although we are based in Central Florida,
we can ship kittens by air almost anywhere. Some of our customers like to plan a trip to the
Orlando Florida area, and pick up their kitten while in the area.
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